phases of liquid crystals were well understood. However, the discovery of the reentrant nematic [1] ] and smectic [2] phases has shown the complexity of these phases. Furthermore, the number of smectic A phases with different structures is relatively large [3] , when one considers that all these smectic A phases are described by layers of molecules with their director perpendicular to the layers.
In this paper, we are concerned with three smectic phases : the A1, A2 and A phases [4] . The structure of the SmA, 1 phase is basically the simple picture of Sm A with the spacing between layers approximately equal to the molecular length (in its most extended configuration). The Sm A2 phase has a bi-layered structure [5] . There are two periodicities : the first with wavelength equal to the molecular length (as in the Sm A, phase) and the other with wavelength double that of the molecular length. A possible model is given in reference [5] , and it implies that the first periodicity with k = 2 n/ I (l : molecular length) is a density wave whereas the periodicity with k = n/ I is a polarization wave [ 13] , since the molecules are polar. An experimental verification of this model is given by the anomaly in the dielectric constant observed at the nematic-Sm A2 transition [6] . The Sm A2 phase can be seen as an antiferroelectric phase. The third smectic phase [4] (A) is also a bi-layered structure as is the Sm A2 phase but now there is a modulation parallel to the layer with wavelength 2 nlq. In the Sm A phase the polarization wave has components perpendicular and parallel to the layers.
A typical phase diagram in which these three phases appear is given in reference [4] and we reproduce it in figure 1. One notices the existence of a triple point with Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:01983004402027300 coexistence of the three smectic phases. The purpose of this paper is to study the properties of the system around this particular point. In particular, we shall show that it could be a Lifshitz point [7] . We shall investigate first the thermodynamic properties and then the dielectric properties.
2. Phase transitions. - We shall use the formalism of Landau theory and the polarization P will be the order parameter. In the Sm A, phase, P is identically null and therefore we refer to this phase as the disordered phase. We write down the following free energy per unit volume :
The polarization P is dependent on z (perpendicular to the layer) and x (parallel to the layer). The free energy (1) is very similar to that proposed by Chen and Lubensky [9] for the study of NAC point. We could have added cross terms like (OPIOx)' (OPIOz)', but since the wave vector k which describes the z modulation is practically independent of T, we did not introduce them. As the procedure for minimizing (1) We shall expand P(x, z) in a Fourier series and retain only the first harmonic. It was shown that the higher harmonics are much smaller [15] .
In the Sm A2 phase q -0, and we get :
Putting (2) or (3) in (1) [8] .
In the q directions it will depend on q4 and this effect will become stronger and stronger as the Lifshitz point is approached.
More specifically, we expect that around qo and ko, the X-ray intensity will be equal to kTl intensity peaks at k = ± ko. But if K2 0 the X-ray intensity is then and the maximum is along two rings defined by ( ± ko, qo cos (p, qo sin qJ). This is analogous to the situation at the NAC [9] can be approximated by (see (20) and (21)) :
We get at Tt :
We note that this quantity is negative, the Sm A phase is more polarizable than the Sm A2 phase. It is also interesting to note that the discontinuity depends on q and is larger far from the Lifshitz point.
Also interesting is the behaviour of the perpendicular susceptibility, which is measured with the electric field perpendicular to the director. We introduce the following new terms in the free energy :
After integration, we have :
Thus, the perpendicular susceptibilities are :
As in the case of the parallel susceptibility, xl is continuous along the Sm A, -Sm A2 and Sm A 1-Sm I lines but it will exhibit a discontinuity at the Sm ASm A2 transition. 4 . Dielectric relaxations. - We shall consider only the parallel configuration, since we expect relaxation modes associated with the ordering. As seen above, the electric field E causes the appearance of the induced polarization po and also of the PI 2k components. Thus with each of the components po and PI2k will be associated a relaxation mode.
We shall write the excess free energy AG (indicated above by the expressions (18) [12] , in the calculation of the smectic C* relaxation times. We get :
The inverses of the relaxation times are the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in (27). We have :
In the smectic A1 phase, we have only one relaxation time since P2 is not coupled to pjj (the coupling of po and p2 takes place through P. See (12) and (14) [14] show the existence of these two modes.
